X12C COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROLS
SUBCOMMITTEE

Standing Meeting Minutes

JUNE 5, 11 a.m.–1:50 p.m. CDT
JUNE 7, 11 a.m.–1:50 p.m. CDT

Attendance—6 people, 4 constituents
Attendance—8 people, 4 constituents

1. Monday, June 5
   1.1. Administration
       1.1.1. The June interim meeting has been cancelled.
   1.2. Pending—The X12 Board has the subcommittee’s JSON recommendation.
   1.3. RFI Database
       1.3.1. 2629 “Some clarifications for how to correctly parse edi messages using the ISX release character”
           1.3.1.1. The following response was unanimously approved:
           Answer for Question 1:
           The Interchange Control Structure, in section A.6 reads in part:
           “X12 Encoding applies to the data stream beginning with the Functional Group to the end of the interchange.”

           Answer for Question 2:
           The Interchange Control Structure, in section A.5 reads in part:
           “Because of the potential conflicts with either the data elements or with special uses in transmission and device control, the following recommendations are provided for the delimiter character selection.”

       1.3.2. 2630 “997/999 Results - Mandatory to Sort and Group by Positions?”
           1.3.2.1. The following response was unanimously approved:
           There is no sequence in reporting detail level errors for a given transaction set using the AK3 (997) or IK3 (999) for segments or AK4 (997) or IK4 (999) for elements.

Meeting recessed at 11:30 a.m. CDT
2. Wednesday, June 7

2.1. X12N|TGB|WG23 asked the subcommittee to review their draft benefit statement for X12 in support of adoption of the 999 transaction under HIPAA. The ASC Chair explained that he would add additional language before submitting it to NCVHS, some of it drawn from the Acknowledgment Reference Model. The 999 recommendation includes the TA1 and will be submitted along with recommendations for the 277CA and the 824. The subcommittee agreed with the list of benefits. It would like the option to review the draft recommendation before it is submitted.

Meeting adjourned at 11:15 a.m. CDT